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I am going to bring recovery and healing; I will heal them and reveal to them
abundance of prosperity and security. I will restore the fortunes of Judah and the
fortunes of Israel, and rebuild them as they were at first. I will cleanse them from all the
guilt of their sin against me, and I will forgive all the guilt of their sin and rebellion
against me. And this city shall be to me a name of joy, a praise and a glory before all
the nations of the earth who shall hear of all the good that I do for them; they shall fear
and tremble because of all the good
and all the
prosperity I provide for it….
The days are surely coming, says the Lord, when I will fulfill the promise I made to the
house of Israel and the house of Judah. In those days and at that time I will cause a
righteous Branch to spring up for David; and he shall execute justice and righteousness
in the land. In those days Judah will be saved and Jerusalem will live in safety. And this
is the name by which it will be called:
“The Lord is our righteousness.”

Today is the first day of Advent. Advent means waiting, and it’s the
time of the year that as Christians we prepare for and wait for the birth of
Jesus at Christmas.
Living into hope is one of the ways we prepare.
What is hope? Hope could be something we long and wish for. My
daughter Maisie always hopes she’ll get a horse for Christmas. I hope we’ll
have a functional dishwasher by Christmas! We hope for all sorts of things:
we hope it’s a white Christmas and a short winter. We hope the family will
be able to get together at Christmas and that they’ll all get along.
Hope can get confused with wishful thinking or even optimism. “The
sun will come out tomorrow! Bet your bottom dollar there’ll be sun!“ But the
Bible speaks of hope a little differently.
The scripture reading from the prophet Jeremiah happens in the Old
Testament almost 600 years before Jesus is born. It is a very bleak time.
Arguably the bleakest of times— though perhaps their time as slaves in
Egypt about 1000 years before that might have been as bleak. At this time
the city is under siege from the Babylonians and very soon it will be
destroyed. The walls of the city will be broken down, people will be killed
and others captured and carried off to Babylon. Houses will be ruined and
their beloved temple destroyed, with all the contents looted and taken. We
call this time period in the Bible the ‘exile’.
Jeremiah has been prophesying this impending doom for years.
Jeremiah speaks for God and tells the king and others that because they

have wandered far from God, because they have not obeyed God’s laws
and have not cared for the poor and the outcast but instead have been
selfish and only looking after their own needs and desires, that destruction
will come.
The people have not appreciated his warnings and prophecies. While
Jeremiah preaches doom, the other prophets preach victory and peace for
Jerusalem. Jeremiah is persecuted. He was thrown into a muddy cistern
and left to die, but was rescued. During this time period Jeremiah is in
chains in the courtyard of the king. There is not a lot of what we could call
light or hope in these readings for Jeremiah or for those living in Judah.
In fact as the city comes under attack and everything that Jeremiah
has said is coming true, we might expect Jeremiah to say: “See, I told you
so! Na na, na na, boo boo!” Or maybe at the least his messages of doom
and destruction would deepen. And yet in the middle of the prophecies of
doom coming to reality, Jeremiah speaks comfort and hope. At the darkest
hour, Jeremiah speaks God’s word of hope. He speaks of a time when the
people of Israel will return to Jerusalem and the holy city will be restored.
He prophesies return and restoration.
“I am going to bring it recovery and healing; I will heal them and
reveal to them abundance of prosperity and security. I will restore the
fortunes of Judah and the fortunes of Israel, and rebuild them as they were
at first. …The days are surely coming, says the Lord, when I will fulfill the
promise I made to the house of Israel and the house of Judah. In those
days and at that time I will cause a righteous Branch to spring up for David;
and he shall execute justice and righteousness in the land.”
This is not a “turn that frown upside down” kind of hope. It’s not “Let’s
look on the bright side … remember that vacation to Babylon you’ve always
talked about? Well the good thing about this exile is that you can check that
off your bucket list!”
There’s a difference between optimism and hope. In the Bible hope
has the quality of waiting, but also of commitment. In the Bible hope is
closely linked to faith — a faith that says God is near and in the end God’s
will, God’s peace, God’s justice will prevail.
Jim Collins speaks of this kind of hope in his classic book “Good to
Great.” It’s an old book now, written to help understand why some
companies make the leap from being just good to being great companies.
To be clear, Collins doesn’t talk about hope, but he describes a quality that
all of these companies have that reminds me of the biblical understanding
of hope.
Collins calls it ‘the Stockdale Paradox’. As he wrote in his book: “The

name refers to Admiral Jim Stockdale, who was the highest-ranking United
States military officer in the “Hanoi Hilton” prisoner-of-war camp during the
height of the Vietnam War. Tortured over twenty times during his eight-year
imprisonment from 1965 to 1973, Stockdale lived out the war without any
prisoner’s rights, no set release date, and no certainty as to whether he
would even survive to see his family again.”
Collins had an opportunity to meet Admiral Stockdale after he read the
book that Stockdale had written. Collins said he was depressed just
hearing about what Stockdale went through as a POW. Collins felt
hopeless just hearing the story… and he knew the end. He knew that
Stockdale did eventually get out and became a hero. As he interviewed
him, they walked and he asked him how it was that he survived mentally
when he didn’t know how the story would end. This is what Stockdale said:
“I never lost faith in the end of the story, I never doubted not only
that I would get out, but also that I would prevail in the end and
turn the experience into the defining event of my life, which, in
retrospect, I would not trade.”
I didn’t say anything for many minutes, and we continued the slow
walk toward the faculty club, Stockdale limping and arc-swinging
his stiff leg that had never fully recovered from repeated torture.
Finally, after about a hundred meters of silence, I asked, “Who
didn’t make it out?”
“Oh, that’s easy,” he said. “The optimists.”
“The optimists? I don’t understand,” said Collins.
“The optimists. Oh, they were the ones who said, ‘We’re going to
be out by Christmas.’ And Christmas would come, and Christmas
would go. Then they’d say, ‘We’re going to be out by Easter.’ And
Easter would come, and Easter would go. And then Thanksgiving,
and then it would be Christmas again. And they died of a
broken heart.”
Another long pause, and more walking. Then he turned to me and
said, “This is a very important lesson. You must never confuse
faith that you will prevail in the end—which you can never afford to
lose—with the discipline to confront the most brutal facts of your
current reality, whatever they might be.”
Ever since I read the book (probably a decade ago or more) this idea
has always stuck with me — What is the word for that sense of
determination?

The word resilient comes to mind. Oh my, we need to learn to be
resilient. I think of Merritt B.C. The town 3 months ago was under an
evacuation order because of fire, and now they are slowly coming back
after being evacuated for flood. These are not things you get over quickly.
They may be returning but the work of restoration is long and painful, filled
with loss, filled with red tape and insurance claims and a lot of waiting. The
crisis events happen quickly, the restoration takes years.
In the midst of that restoration we need a strong faith— a hope— that
recovery is possible and that we are not alone.
It reminds me of the attitude you find in people committed to Recovery
through AA or one of the other step groups. So much of it is about being
totally aware and not in denial of the current bleak reality of the person’s life
situation — aware of their powerlessness over drugs or alcohol, or
whatever the individual turns to, to numb the pain in unhealthy ways, along
with the fallout that has resulted from the addiction — the pain caused to
others and themselves.
So on the one hand there is a brutal awareness of the facts that are
not pretty, but on the other hand there is a commitment and faith that God
or a Higher Power greater than themselves can restore them to sanity.
I think the same of people committed to justice, peace, and racial
reconciliation in the world. On the one hand there is a brutal facing of the
facts, and on the other hand a faith that healing is possible, that good in the
end will triumph over evil.
I think we naturally tend to be either in the place of facing reality and
feeling overwhelmed, depressed and tempted to just give up, or we lean to
optimism and muster our own strength to face the world and the day. But
optimism and our strength only take us so far against a world of challenges
and pain outside and inside us.
I said this powerful quality reminds me of the word resilient, but even
more it reminds me of the word hope. When your hope is in God, there is
power in that middle place of facing the brutal reality but committed to faith
that God will bring life, healing and restoration.
The catch is that God will do things in God’s way and in God’s time.
Jeremiah paints a picture of a righteous branch. Righteous means whole or
complete, right and good. Jeremiah has a picture of a righteous branch
emerging from the stump of David and the 12 tribes of Israel.
The new growth, the restoration that God has in mind is new. It’s not
the old we are familiar with and maybe it’s not even what we wanted. The
people of Judah wanted to go back to how things were under king David
and king Solomon, when the tribes were united and when the world

respected them, when they were powerful and prosperous. But that’s not
the restoration God has in mind.
Yes, they return a generation later and rebuild Jerusalem and the
temple; but God has something bigger in mind. Something that will start so
small. God becoming human; a tiny baby, born to ordinary people in a
backwoods place. God has the restoration of the world in mind. And with
this new branch, God has you in mind too, 2600 years later: life,
restoration, healing for you and for this world.
Hope is a powerful force. It is not something wishful and it is not
something we idly wait for— hope is like a pair of steel-toed construction
boots you are invited to put on in the morning knowing that God has work
for you to do, knowing that God has the blueprint plans to make the world a
better place and to make you a whole person. God just needs people,
people like John the Baptist, people like you to put on the boots and
prepare the way. Let us live into hope this Advent season. Thanks be to
God.
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